
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Total surplus = consumer surplus + producer surplus 

• CS+PS = (values to consumers – consumer expenditure) + (producer revenues – producer costs) = value to consumers – 

producer costs.  

• Invisible hand; the idea that the free interaction of people in a market economy leads to a desirable social outcome, the 

term was coined by Adam Smith.  

• Competitive equilibrium model; a model that assumes utility maximisation on the part of consumers and profit 

maximisation on the part of firms, along with competitive markets and freely determined prices. Forms the supply and 

demand curves which meet at a equilibrium price.  

• Meaning of efficient; a efficient outcome is one that does not waste scarce resources while a inefficient outcome does 

waste scarce resources.  

• Inefficient outcome; can make someone better off without making anyone worse off.  

• Pareto efficient; a more precise way of defining efficiency. Pareto efficiency is a situation in which it is not possible to 

make someone better off without making someone else worse off. Three conditions for a market to be pareto efficient;  

1. Marginal benefit (MB) = Marginal cost (MC) (output efficiency) – because if MC>MB then to much of something 

is being produced and a reduction would be beneficial. Similarly if MB>MC then too little of something is being 

produced and more production would be beneficial.  

2. MC of a good should be equal for every producer (production efficiency) – if this were not the case then 

production could be increased without increasing costs, simply by making the producer with the high MC to 

produce less and the producer with low MC to produce more.  

3. MB of consuming the same good should be equal for all consumers (consumption efficiency) – if the MB were 

not equal than there could be a gain for some people with no loss for anyone else.  

• These three conditions (above) can be proved from the competitive equilibrium model;  

1. An individual consumer chooses the quantity of a good so that p=MB. While a firm chooses the quantity of a 

good to sell so that P=MC. These points interact at the market equilibrium and at that point MC must = MB. Thus 

the first point is proven.  

2. If every producer chooses the quantity of a good to sell co that MC=P then every producers MC=P and thus every 

producers MC is the same.  

3. The same applies to consumers and MB. Where every consumer purchases a quantity of goods so that MB=P and 

thus every consumer has the same MB.  

• Monopoly; a market with a single seller of a product with no close substitutes.  

• Monopolistic markets have barriers to entry; anything that prevents firms from entering the market.  

• Market power; a firms power to set its price without losing its entire share of the market.  

• Price maker; a firm that has the power to set its price, rather than taking the price set by the market. 

• Natural monopoly; a market most cheaply served by a single firm. Depends on the size of the market. Utility companies 

are often natural monopolies.  

• Sources of monopoly or why only one seller in certain markets? 

o Economies of scale – where as the firms quantity goes up the ATC goes down.  

o Exclusive access to important inputs or technology  - thus there is only one producer 

o Patents – a company patents something which ensures no one else can produce the exact same good.  

o Government licenses – only few companies have the right to do a particular good.  

4. Natural monopolies. -  
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Total Benefit = ABCD (Triangle + Square) 

Consumer Expenditure = BCDE (Square) 

Consumer Surplus = BEA (Triangle) 

Producer Expenditure = BCD (Triangle) 

Producer Surplus = DEB (Triangle) 

Total Surplus = BDA (Triangle) 

Deadweight loss = BFG or BHI (Triangle) caused by shift in Q 
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